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Fast, reliable inflation
Advanced air bag and connector designs reduce 
bypass so more air stays in the bag while inflating, 
resulting in faster inflation than other inflatable 
shelters. Head bag quickly moves into place upon 
activation, to tightly seal tops of trailers of variable 
heights and widths.

Most versatile shelter available.
The head bag inflates around the top of the truck 
after it is backed into place. When not in use the air 
bag deflates and retracts behind the protective 
storage curtain (manual activation required). 

Engineered for quick, reliable 
service.
Uni-Dox’s head and side air bags are inflated with a 
single phase blower. Air bag and connector are 
designed for reduced bypass, which results in 
faster inflation and retraction. The shelter's 
counterweight retraction system offers less drag, 
which allows for larger head bag drops.

Dok-Commander® control panel.
Available interconnect system reduces risk of 
damage if unit not deflated/retracted before 
trailer pulls in or out.

Uni-Combo Shelter™ 
Soft-Sided Dock Shelter
Uni-Combo Shelter is specially engineered to address the 
unique challenges at docks that accept standard trailers as well 
as those with lift gates, step ledges or other rear extensions.

Uni-ComboShelter Enclosure.

Dok-Commander control panel (optional).



Uni-Combo Shelter™

Ultimate durability.
When sealing a variety of trailers that 
includes liftgates, extending the projection 
of the unit is only the start. To prevent wear 
from curtain “backlash” that occurs when 
standard trailers pull away from the dock, 
insides of the Uni-Combo Shelter side 
curtains are specially reinforced. Plus, 
stable narrow side frames provide 
increased flexibility and further wear 
protection.

Ultimate impactability.
Rite-Hite’s exclusive poly-wrapped foam side frames provide ultimate impactability – remaining 

and return to their original shape and position, time after time.

Ultimate flexibility.
Narrow 6"-wide (152 mm) side frames allow shelter to fit into narrow spaces, even at high projections. 
This can eliminate the need for expensive repositioning of lights, signs and electrical conduit. 11'2" 
(3404 mm) shelter footprint stays the same, regardless of projection.

Removable, reattachable side curtains.
Easily remove, replace or change out Velcro-attached side curtains for maintenance flexibility.

Guaranteed performance.
ComboShelter delivers all these exclusive benefits, and are backed by a standard 36-month 
money-back customer satisfaction guarantee when ordered with premium Rite-Hite® fabrics.

Advanced draft pad design
Conforming, non-inflatable draft pads reduce risk of damage and leaks, improving effectiveness 
and reliability of overall seal.

Available PitMaster™ seal
Gaps large and small beneath and around the dock leveler are sealed with optional PitMaster 
components, providing substantial energy savings, improving cleanliness and sanitation.

ComboShelter side frames are impactable for 
long-term durability.

6"-wide (152 mm) side frames allow shelter to 
fit into narrow spaces.

Removable side curtains allow for maintenance flexibility.

ComboShelter enclosure seals liftgate and step ledge trailers, 
as well as standard over-the-road trailers.
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PitMaster Under-leveler Seal.




